Evolution Of A Notre Dame Man.

Before coming to Notre Dame: "Notre Dame must be a wonderful place. I'm going there if it's the last thing I do."

As a freshman: "Notre Dame is not as great as I thought. She doesn't know everything."

As a sophomore: "Although Notre Dame thinks she's always right, she knows very little compared with what I know already."

As a junior: "Notre Dame doesn't understand men. She's not up to date and has nothing in common with my generation."

As a senior: "To tell you the truth, Notre Dame is right in many respects."

As an alumnus: "Good ol' Notre Dame. My sons are going there--believe you me."

Odds And Ends.

Extra copies of the Religious Bulletin may be had at the pamphlet racks in Dillon and Cavanaugh....A new edition of the Notre Dame Prayer Book will be off the press soon....Requests for prayers in the Bulletin may be slipped under the office doors of the prefects of religion--117 Dillon and 107 Cavanaugh...When you bring your lady-loves--mothers or girlfriends--to church, please do not invite them to kneel in the stalls alongside the main altar. According to church law only clerics and laymen may use these....To puzzled 3-floor Walshites: The Bulletin received an anonymous letter commenting on the Bulletin of October 4. It was signed Third Floor Walsh. We advise these undercover agents for your welfare to consult Matthew and Luke for what Christ had to say about natural and supernatural charity....("Is any of you sad? Let him pray. Is he cheerful in mind? Let him sing." -- James v. 13.)

Prayers After Mass....

.....are said for Russian Christians. The liturgical prayers of the Mass conclude with the reading of the Last Gospel. Immediately following Low Mass there are certain prayers that should be recited by the celebrant "with the people."

June 30, 1930, Pius XI requested the prayers after Mass to be recited henceforth for the Christians of Russia "that they may be accorded freedom in the profession of their faith."

Flight is Futile.

Francis Thompson in his Hound of Heaven gives us a gripping account of attempted flight from God and of God's relentless pursuit. "All things betray thee who betrayest Me...naught contents thee, who content'ast not Me...all things fly thee, for thou fliest Me...."

The pursuit by a priest of straying sheep is related in this parable: "If a man have a hundred sheep, and one of them stray, will he not leave the ninety-nine in the mountains, and go in search of the one that has strayed? And if he happen to find it, amen I say to you, he rejoices over it more than over the ninety-nine that did not go astray.....I say to you that, even so, there will be joy in heaven over one sinner who repents, more than over ninety-nins just who have no need of repentance."

Prayers: (deceased) father of Loanne, '49 and Tootsey, ex-51, (St. Mary's) Casey; aunt of Art Frerichs (Dil); friend of Jim Slattery (Mil); friend of Jack 'heeler (Now).